
                                     

                                  

 

 

 

 

 

   

  Abound Parenting-ABRSD News 
 

Whether you're a new user or you've had an Abound account before, if you're having any 
trouble setting up your account you can reach out to sue@aboundparenting.com and she will 
take care of it for you. Remember to create your account through our website so you get free 

access! https://partners.aboundparenting.com/ 

 
 

• This week’s academic vocabulary word is RELY. Here are 2 ways to give 

your child extra opportunities to hear and use the word RELY! 

 Who is someone you RELY on more than anyone else? Can you think of 

a time when that person was there for you when you needed him or her 

the most? Who RELIES on you?  

 If you had to walk to school every day in snowy winters, you’d have to 

RELY on other people to shovel the sidewalks you walk along to get 

there. What would happen if the sidewalk shoveler or plow driver wasn’t 

RELIABLE? Could you get to school anyway? 

o Remind your child that the word RELY means to depend on 

something or someone; to trust that a person will do what he says. 

 

• How else can you build your child’s reading skills through TALK?  

o Try these questions taken from different TalkOn age groups this week! 

 Sports fans sit in the stands (which seems kind of funny). Let's see how 

many words we can think of that rhyme with stands. (e.g., hands, bands) 

 With some sports, the winner is the one who goes the fastest, and in 

others, the winner gets the most points. How does a person win at 

skating or weightlifting? Let’s name as many sports as we can and figure 

out how a winner is decided in each one. 

 Professional sports players often get traded to other teams. That means 

that players might have played for one team for years, and then suddenly 

become a member of a new team they used to play against. What do you 

think that's like? 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you haven’t yet signed up, go to https:// partners.aboundparenting.com/ 

Use the code you receive from your child’s teacher 

 & follow instructions to download app. 

Questions? Write to sue@aboundparenting.com 
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